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Effect of Absorption on Energy Partition of Elastic Waves

in the Seismic Coda

by L. Margerin, B. van Tiggelen, and M. Campillo

Abstract The stabilization of the ratio of P to S energy in the multiple scattering
regime was first predicted theoretically by Weaver (1982) and bas been recently
observed in the high-frequency coda of earthquakes by Shapiro et al. (2000). The
goal of this note is to extend previous theoretical results to the case where anelasticity
is present in the medium. Our study demonstrates that even if there is preferential
absorption of one of the modes (P or S), a stabilization occurs in the multiple scat-
tering regime. The new equilibrium ratio is shifted in favor of the mode that is least
absorbed but rarely differs by more than 15% from the ratio predicted for purely
elastic media.

Introduction

Recently, Shapiro et al. (2000) reported observations of ized to the case where anelasticity is present in the system.
stabilization of the shear (S) to compressional (P) energy of Moreover, it is a priori Dot even clear whether an equipar-
the wave field in the coda of high-frequency local earth- tition sets in at all, and if so, whether the equation above is
quakes in Mexico. This observation can be explained by the still valid. To answer these questions, we will use radiative
equal distribution of the energy among all the normal modes transfer theory. The elastic radiati ve transfer equation bas
of the system, termed the equipartition principle. Equipar- been derived independently by Weaver (1990) and Ryzhik
tition is expected to occur when multiple scattering of waves et al. (1996). We refer to Papanicolaou et al. (1996), Turner
is dominant and is a markeT of the diffusive propagation (1998), and Sato and Fehler (1998) for a detailed seismo-
regime. ln the case of an infinite elastic body, the normal logical account of the theory. The elastic radiative transfer
modes are just plane waves, and the equipartition principle equation reads:
predicts (Weaver, 1982):

cl 1 -1 oI(r, s, t) -1 -11:.- - 2a- (1) c + s.VrI(r, s, t) = -1 - la
p - ~, ot
E Jl 1-1 l+ - J2s'I(r, s, t)P(s, s). (2)

where ~ and EP denote the energy density of P and S waves, 4n

respectively. This equation can be obtained by counting the
number of compressional and shear modes in an infinite I(r, s', t) is the elastic Stokes vector at point r in space and
solid. The factor of 2 accounts for the existence of 2 degrees time t; P(s, s') is the Mueller matrix that governs the scat-
of freedom for shear waves. A rigorous derivation of this tering of intensity from space direction s' to space direction
equation bas been provided by Ryzhik et al. (1996). For s; c is the diagonal velocity matrix, la is the diagonal ab-
crustal materials, we expect a ratio of about 10.4 when equi- sorption matrix; 1 is the diagonal mean free path matrix. The
partition is reached. This is rather different from the value Stokes vector 1 = (/p, /s, /s , U, V) controns all informa-% y
of 7 observed by Shapiro et al. (2000) in Mexico. One origin tion about the energy and state of polarization of the scat-
of this discrepancy may be the dissipation of elastic waves. tered wavefield. /p, (/s% + /Sy) describe the total intensity of
ln this note, we explore the effect of absorption on equipar- P and S waves, respectively, while the two additional param-
tition of elastic waves. We show in particular that the ratio eters U and Venable to represent the polarization of the S
measured by Shapiro et al. (2000) cannot be satisfactorily wave. The different Stokes parameters are coupled through
explained by anelasticity. scattering, which makes the Mueller matrix P(s, s') a non-

diagonal matrix. The last term on the right-hand side rep-
Theory resents the scattered Stokes vector. Equation (2) is faT too

detailed for our purposes. Following Turner and Weaver
As explained above, equation (1) can be derived by (1994), we integrate the radiative transfer equation over the

counting normal modes. This approach cannot be general- whole solid angle and over all space to obtain a balance
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equation for the global distribution of energy among P and À = - (1 + 1 ) V = 1 -1 8S waves. Upon integration, the first three Stokes parameters, I?S ?' 1 (, ). ( )
lp, ls, ls, decouple from the last two parameters, U, V,x y

describing the polarization. This property stems from the The first eigenvalue and eigenvector clearly correspond to
~dop.ted statistical isotropy. of the random mediu~, which the equipartition relation (1). The second eigenvalue gives
Imphes that the angularly mtegrated Mueller matrix M = us a characteristic equipartition time between P and S waves.
J P(s, s')d2s' bas the following properties: These results were also obtained by Turner and Weaver
41t

(1994).
Consider the case where absorption is present. ln theMI4 = MI5 = M24 = M25 = M34 = M35 = M31 limit where scattering is very weak compared to absorption

= M32 = M41 = M51 = M42 = M52 = 0 (3) (of, -r! <:: rP, 'tPs), the matrix A becomes approximately

diagonal, leading us to the new eigenvalues and eigen-
Note that in a statistically isotropic medium, the Mjj are in- vectors:
dependent of the outgoing scattering direction s. The 3 X 3
system of differential equations for the intensities of P and ).Q - 1 , - (9)S waves can be further reduced by summing up the contri- - - ~' Vo - (1, 0)

abutions of both shear polarizations. This last step does Dot
involve any approximation because in a statistically isotropic 1
medium the following symmetry relations hold (Turner and À~ = - ~' V~ = (0, 1), (10)

aWeaver 1994):

which shows that the energy of each mode is dissipated be-
MI2 = M13, M21 = M31, M32 = M23. (4) fore an equipartition can set iD. The observation of Shapiro

et al. (2000) therefore imply that the anelasticity of the crust
ln order to write down the global balance equation and dis- must be relatively weak. We assume henceforth that the dis-
cuss its implications, we need to introduce a few notations: sipation times are larger than the scattering mean free times.
-ris ('tsP), the P (S) to S (P) scattering mean free time; and Mathematically, this allows us to give relatively simple ex-
of (-r!), the absorption time for P (S) waves. pressions for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a dissipa-

We are DOW ready to introduce the evolution equation tive medium, correct to first order in the small parameters
of the total energy density E = (EP, ~): -ris/of, rP/~:

dE 1 1- = AE. (5) ~ + n
dt J.O = - a a

1 1
-+-

The 2 X 2 matrix A can be written as: -ris rP

( -(7s + ~) ~ ) Vo = ( 1, 2 ~ ( 1 + H )) . (11)

-.!.- -
(-.!.- ! ) ' (6) -ris + rP

-ris rP + r.
a

The second eigenvalue À'{ is larger in absolute value and
expressing the exchange of energy between P and S waves corresponds to an eigenfunction that decays on a much faster
in the random medium, and the effect of absorption. The timescale:
solution of the system (6) will lead us to the equipartition
relation and the characteristic time to reach equipartition. ( ~ + ~ )" (1 1) TIa-rls -r!rPÀ 1 = - ?S +? 1 + T7 ~.\Tl 1 )Results ?S + ?P

Consider the case where there is no absorption ( 1 1 )(I/TIa = 1/~ = 0). We find that the eigenvalues 1.0, Â.I and - - -
corresponding eigenvectors Vo, VI of equation (6) are: V" = 1 -1 + TIa ~

(12)1 , 1 1.
( ~ ) ?S + ?P

Ào = 0, Vo = 1, 2 fj3 (7)
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The general solution of the linear system (6) can be 1

expressed as: 10.9 . . .\

E = CoVoe"Ôt + CIV'{e).Ït, (13) 0.8 ,1:J L'

0.7 "~1.i
'ci""",where Co and CI are constants determined by the initial con- 0 y " 1

ditions. Since AT is larger in absolute value than Ao, we ~
expect for sufficiently large lapse times-of the order of ~ o. , , , ~
-l/AT-that only the first term in equation (13) contributes. 0 ",
The physical interpretation of equations (11) and (13) is thus -'" '.
clear. The new equipartition relation is just the product of 0 """'"

the nondissipative EslEp ratio, times a correction term. If the 0 "'..,., fi. . . . . "', "':;- c;~~S;;~~e:,~e ~~=~~: ~:l:~:~ ~~) ~eu~~~~:~~~ s~=~ O. """" , ' ::..:..:...c.:: ;':. 1

0 '
both modes are equally absorbed. However, if one of the 0 10 20 so 40 . 50 80 70 80 90 100 j
modes is more absorbed than the other, say -r: > -r;;, then Tlme (s)

the ratio FIEP reaches a new equipartition constant, which Figure 1. Dependence of E", ~, and E"/~ on
is shifted in fayoT of P waves. The opposite conclusion ap- time for an explosive source.
plies when -r;; > -r:.

To illustrate these results, let us consider the case of
an explosive source. At t = 0, the initial conditions read: 1

EP = l, F = O. We assume a Poisson solid and choose .'o~ ' ,:-:::-:- ~
. . ..', ... E"~

some reasonable values of rntrtns1C attenuatIon and scatter- ,
ing mean free path: tSP = 50 sec, Qi = 2n-r: = 1000, 0.8 "-"

Qi = 2n-r;; = 300, and a central frequency of 1 Hz is im- 0.7 "-,
plied. Since observations by Shapiro et al. (2000) report 0.8 " ,

equipartition values close to 7, a stronger attenuation is im- 2' ' , ,
posed to S waves. The results are presented in Figure l, ~ 05 ' '. w

w '.
where we show the time evolution of EP, F and EPIF. The 0.4 '"

characteristic time of equipartition teq can be estimated from ""'"the eigenvalue AT. For the above mentioned value of tSP, ~ 03 ,.,..,.,.,

and~, we find teq = 10 sec. We emphasize that this value 02 ""-:.,..,d . .
di . fth 1 al . .. "-'-

oes DOt gIve us any rn catIon 0 e oc equ1partition 0.1 ., """""""""""""""""""";""" :."7
time. The initial ratio of P and S energies radiated by a point ..'

shear dislocation is given by EPIF = ~ (pla)5 and roughly 00 10 20 00 40 50 80 70 80 ~ ,~
equals 0.05 for a Poisson solid (Sato and Fehler, 1998). The Time (s)

time evolution of the P and S energies is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2. Dependence of E", ~, and E"/~ on
The comparison with Figure 1 shows that a rapid equipar- time for a shear dislocation.

tition is favored by shear sources. For the set of parameters
assumed above, the predicted equipartition ratio is about . .
9.25, independent of the type of source. sumed to range from 0 to 0.4, ~h~ch we be~leve, corresponds

To investigate the impact of absorption on the equipar- to reasonable values of ~elaStiC1ty. The slgn ~f Oeq depe~ds
tition value, we introduce Oeq as the relative change of the on the second factor, Wh1Ch measures ~e relative absorp.tion
ratio FIEP at equipartition in a dissipative medium, com- of S wa~es as compared to P waves. Srnce.the ?~serva~o~s
pared to its value in a purely elastic medium: of Shaplfo et al. (2000) show that the equ1partition ratIo lS

shifted in fayoT of P waves, we impose the condition -r: ~
1 ~ rSP -r;;, and let the second factor of equation (14) range from 0

Oeq = ~ [3 X (1 - ~) X -. (14) ~o -9, .which encompasses most situations likely to be met
2 1 P + 1 a -r: rn practIce. The lower bound corresponds to a medium where

the dissipation of shear energy is roughly one order of mag-
ln deriving this last equation, we have used the reciprocity nitude stronger than the dissipation of compressional energy.
relation tSPltPS = 2a3/~3. The first factor on the left-hand A contour plot of Oeq as a fonction of (1 - -r:/-r;;) and
side is typically 0.1. The last factor characterizes the impor- rSPI-r: is shown in Figure 3. Typically, the correction term
tance of absorption and should DOt be too large, otherwise, (14) rarely exceeds 15%, which is twice as less as the value
as explained above, the elastic energy would be dissipated required to explain the observations. Cnly in a rather ane-
before equipartition sets iD. The rSPI-r: ratio is therefore as- lastic solid where, in addition, S waves would be dissipated
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